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Abstract

We developed a new phenomenological model for ven-
tricular epicardial cells. The proposed model is based
on the Rogers-McCulloch formulation of the FitzHugh-
Nagumo equations and consists of only three state vari-
ables. Furthermore, our model includes a simplification
parameter rγ which allows increasing time and space in-
tegration by a factor equal to rγ . Our three-variable
model can reproduce the main tissue-level characteristics
of epicardial cells, such as action potential amplitudes and
shapes, upstroke velocities, and action potential duration
and conduction velocity restitution curves. Except for a re-
duced upstroke velocity, the simplification included in the
model does not significantly affect action potential char-
acteristics and restitution properties. In a 2D sheet, inte-
gral characteristics of reentry dynamics, such as dominant
period, are only slightly influenced by the simplification.
However, the trajectory of the spiral tip changes for differ-
ent values of rγ .

1. Introduction

Mathematical models of the electrical activity of the
heart are recognized as useful tools for understanding car-
diac functions and diseases. Mathematical simulations are
widely used in the literature to study reentrant phenomena
in the human cardiac tissue (e.g. [1–3] ). Modelling wave
propagation in human ventricular tissue requires the use of
ionic models specific for human ventricular cells. Cardiac
ionic models should reproduce accurately all the key char-
acteristics of action potential (AP) propagation to correctly
simulate dynamics of reentrant waves. Moreover, it is de-
sirable to maintain as low as possible the computational
complexity of the model to facilitate large-scale 3D sim-
ulations, especially when using highly detailed anatomi-
cal structures. In addition, a lower number of model pa-
rameters make easier the process of fitting the model to
experimental data. Ionic models can be divided in two
categories: physiological and phenomenological models.
Physiological models aim at describing all the membrane
currents that occur in cardiac cells (e.g. [4–6]). On the

other hand, phenomenological models aim at reproduc-
ing the integral characteristics of AP propagation in car-
diac tissue (e.g. [2, 7]). In this work, we present a new
efficient phenomenological model for ventricular epicar-
dial cells with only three state variables. The proposed
model is based on the Rogers-McCulloch formulation of
the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations [8]. With respect to the
Rogers-McCulloch formulation we added a new variable
to describe the transient outward current and a shape factor
to accurately fit the action potential morphology. Further-
more, we modified the definition of the timescale of the
recovery variable to fit the experimental restitution prop-
erties. Our model allows to accurately reproduce the elec-
trical activity of the epicardial tissue with only three state
variables and is therefore more computationally efficient
than existing models. Moreover, inspired by the work of
Bernus et al. [9, 10], we included in the model a simplifi-
cation parameter rγ , whose effect is to scale down the ex-
citation current during the upstroke. To maintain the same
conduction velocity, we also multiplied the diffusivity by
rγ . Our approach allows increasing time and space inte-
gration steps by a factor equal to rγ . The consequent re-
duction in computational time is similar to the theoretical
value: r3γ in 2D and r2γ in 1D.

2. Methods

In our model the trasmembrane current is represented as
the sum of three contributions:

Iion = gk (Iexc + Irec + Ito) (1)

where Iexc, Irec, Ito are the excitatory, recovery, and tran-
sient outward currents, respectively. The definitions of ex-
citatory and recovery currents is the same of the Rogers-
McCulloch formulation:

Iexc = c1 (VM −B)

(
a− VM −B

A

)(
1− VM −B

A

)
(2)

Irec = c2u (VM −B) (3)
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rγ 1 1.5 2 3 4
α 15 14 13.4 12.2 11.4

Table 1. Values of α adopted for different simplification
factors.

where VM is the membrane potential and u is the recovery
variable. The dynamics of u is defined by:

∂u

∂t
= ke

(
VM −B

A
− u
)

(4)

where e is the inverse of the time constant of the variable.
We used a novel formulation for defining e:

e =

{
e1 if ∂u

∂t ≥ 0

e2 if ∂u
∂t < 0

(5)

The shape factor g is formulated as follows:

g =
(γ0 + γ1u)

rγ

(−tanh (α (u− θu)) + 1)

2
+ g0 (6)

where rγ represents the simplification factor reducing the
excitation current during the upstroke (rγ > 1). When
changing the value of rγ , the value of α is adjusted so that
the action potential duration (APD) in a single cell is un-
varied (see Table 1). In order to maintain the same balance
between excitatory and recovery current during upstroke,
we defined e1 as follows:

e1 =

{
ge01 if upstroke

e01 otherwise
(7)

The numerical implementation of this equation is trivial
and will be discussed later. Finally, the transient outward
current is defined through an additional variable w:

Ito = c3w (VM −B) su (8)

where su is defined as:

su =
(uM − u)2

u2M
(9)

The third state variable w of our model is defined accord-
ing the following differential equation:

∂w

∂t
= kew

(
VM −B

A
− dww

)
(10)

where dw is formulated as follows:

dw =
d0w
su

(11)

Similarly to e1, we defined ew as:

ew =

{
rγge

0
w if upstroke

ge0w otherwise
(12)

We implemented 7 and 12 by identifying the upstroke as
the interval when ∂VM

∂t ≥ 0 and ∂w
∂t ≥ 0. The parameter

values adopted are shown in Table 2. They are optimized
to reproduce experimentally measured properties of human
epicardial tissue.

To simulate AP propagation, we incorporated our novel
ionic current model in the monodomain formulation of car-
diac tissue:

∂VM
∂t
−∇ · (rγD∇VM ) = −Iion + Iext (13)

where Iext indicates an external stimulation current. Note
that the diffusivity is multiplied by the simplification fac-
tor rγ . Therefore, when the ionic current is reduced in the
upstroke, the conduction velocity remains unchanged. The
diffusion coefficient D was set to 1.171 cm

2

s , as in [2]. The
proposed simplification allows increasing time and space
integration steps by a factor equal to rγ . Consequently,
for the temporal integration we adopted the third order
backward difference method with a time step of rγ · 0.1 s,
whereas for the spatial integration we employed the finite
element method with third order Lagrange elements and
maximum element size equal to rγ · 0.75 mm. For two-
dimensional simulations we used a triangular mesh.

One-dimensional simulations were performed on a 2 cm
long cable. The cable was stimulated at one end with
a 2 ms stimulus of strength twice the diastolic thresh-
old. The restitution properties were computed through
the steady-state restitution protocol [3]. Two-dimensional
simulations were performed on a 10×10 cm square, which
is large enough to prevent the boundaries from modifying
the dynamic of the spiral waves. We employed the S1-S2
protocol [1, 4] to initiate spiral waves in the 2D sheet of
ventricular epicardial tissue. The trajectory of the spiral
tip was traced with the zero-normal-velocity method [11].

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows the action potential simulated in an isolated
cell for different simplification factors. Our three-variable
model accurately reproduces the AP morphology of epi-
cardial cells. The value of rγ does not significantly affect
the AP morphology. The inset zooms on the AP upstroke
and make possible to appreciate the slowdown of the up-
stroke dynamics for increasing values of rγ .

Fig. 3 shows the APD and conduction velocity restitu-
tion curves reproduced by the proposed model for differ-
ent values of rγ , where rγ = 1 means no simplification.
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k c1 c2 c3 a A B e01 e2 γ0 γ1 θu g0 uM e0w d0w
1000 s−1 2.6 1 0.5 0.18 135 mV -85 mV 0.0059 0.015 8 20 0.2 0.1 0.58 0.04 0.6

Table 2. Model parameters

Figure 1. Action potential simulated with the proposed
model for different values of rγ . The inset zooms on the
upstroke to better appreciate the upstroke velocity reduc-
tion due to the simplification.

The model shows a good agreement with the experimen-
tal data from [12] and [13]. Moreover, the simplification
does not significantly alter the restitution properties. The
maximum APD slightly grows when rγ increases, presum-
ably due to the stronger electrotonic coupling in the repo-
larization phase. The maximum conduction velocity also
shows some slight variations (i.e. between 69 cm/s and
71 cm/s) for different values of rγ . Fig. 3 shows the reen-
try dynamics of the model for different values of rγ . The
dominant period experiences small variations between 262
and 279 ms, probably also due to the different meshes used
for different vales of rγ . The values found agrees with
experimental data from [15]. However, the simplification
reduces the excitability of the model, altering the reentry
dynamics. In particular, the trajectory of the spiral tip is
substantially modified by the simplification. Without the
simplification the spiral wave is characterized by a slightly
meandering core where the tip trajectory for a single rota-
tion traces an S-shaped core. Instead, when rγ is increased
the trajectory tends to a circle (as for rγ = 3, 4 in Fig.
3). The reduction in computational time introduced by the
simplification is similar to the theoretical value: r3γ in 2D
and r2γ in 1D.

4. Conclusion

We developed a novel efficient phenomenological model
for ventricular epicardial cells. Our model accurately re-

produces the main tissue-level characteristics of epicardial
cells. Moreover, based on previous work by Bernus et al.
[9, 10], we included a simplification parameter into the
model. Note that, differently from [9, 10], our approach
does not introduce any discontinuity in the ionic current
which may lead to artefacts in the membrane potential.
Due to the efficient computation, we believe the proposed
approach could be useful in large-scale 3D simulations of
heart electrical activity. Moreover, the simplification of
our model can be tuned to the specific application by sim-
ply modifying rγ . Finally, our formulation could also be
extended to other types of cardiac cells.
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Figure 2. Restitution curves reproduced by the model for different values of rγ . Experimental data from [12] and [13] are
shown for comparison. As in [2,4], the guinea pig data from [13] were rescaled by a factor of 0.92 to match the maximum
CV of about 70 cm/s measured in human tissue [14].

Figure 3. Reentry dynamics of the model for different values of rγ . First row shows snapshots of the membrane potential
during steady-state reentry. Second row shows spiral tip trajectories.
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